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W愀琀er Oak
Water Oak is a tree native to the south-eastern coastal plains of America, 

easily identified by its distinct teardrop shaped leaves. Water Oak in 
CushionOak Supreme features numerous knots and attractive wood grain. 
With its soft tan colouration it is a popular choice amongst home owners.

Flooring is not just a surface, it carries a story.

The CushionOak Supreme story is about the natural aesthetics of Oak species combined with new 
technologies that bring your floor to life. Embossed-in-Register is a surface texture that has been 
stylised to meet each individual grain pattern, providing a hyper-realistic timber look and feel. This 
process enhances the finest details of real wood, allowing you to experience the depth of wood 
grains and knots. With registered embossing your floor will look like real hardwood.

CushionOak Supreme features our duo core technology giving you confidence in your floors 
superior stability and noise absorption, perfect for your busy on-the-go lifestyle. Duo core provides 
remarkable underfoot comfort and a heavy-duty wear layer with PUR surface treatment, granting 
you peace of mind that your floor will look new for longer without the need for sanding and 
polishing.

The only real decision is which design will you choose to create your story?
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Brown Oak



Spanish Oak

Spanish Oak is a large tree native to the south-eastern United States, 
the name originating from the areas of the former Spanish colonies. 

CushionOak Supreme’s Spanish Oak has a consistent grain with subtle 
intergrown knots throughout. Combined with its warm hue, it will add a 

welcoming character to any interior.



Blackjack Oak



Se猀猀椀氀e Oak
Sessile Oak, also known as Irish Oak, is a species native to 

most of Europe and is the national tree of Ireland. Sessile Oak 
in CushionOak Supreme features an attractive grain with silver 
growth rings and medium brown tones, making it the perfect 

choice to bring natural beauty and warmth to any space. 



Che猀琀n甀琀 Oak



Wh椀琀e Oak

White Oak is the most common tree species in the United States 
and one of the most renowned hardwoods. CushionOak Supreme’s 
White Oak has an attractive, pale colour and a directional grain 
pattern with pronounced growth rings. It offers a modern, clean 

look to complement your contemporary home design. 



English Oak
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Usage:  Residential / Light Commercial

Plank Size:  230mm x 1500mm

Total thickness:  5.0mm

Wear layer:  0.55mm

Planks per carton:  5 planks

M2 per carton:  1.725m2

Warranty:

LIFETIME
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